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Guckbooks are made by Stefan Kindermann 2021©. 
To copy out of this Guckbook or to copy the Guckbook needs my permission.  All contents is art. I’m responsible for words and images. 
Please respect the rights of artists and their work. More information about me at stefankindermann.de / Contact: info@stefankinder-
mann.de.  (Stephanus Embricanus)



The Crown in the name of the Cross



This Guckbook is a collection of my digital collages out of the beginning of the year 2021.  All 
art is surreal and it happens by chance. The part of the artist is to let the fantasy play to cre-
ate. The knowledge about the material is not the art, but the preset to handle the mater to ex-
press that, what we call art, when we recognize it. Art can disturb your mind, so it is not harm-
less. It tells something new, if it is no copy. Art is advertising, if it does not tell it‘s own story. 
It is not authentic, if it has no own story to tell. What story you have to tell, if you did not 
learn words? What story do you tell if you can not think about the words you tell. If you tell 
stories not of your own, you are the tool and not the artist.
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The world is a switchboard. 
Some hands switch the 
connections between na-
ture and technics. Lights 
are going on and lights are 
going out. The connec-
tions are depending on the 
switch we make.



Digital collages. Every-
one who knows what a col-
lage is, knows that there is 
no coll in the computer to 
connect the parts to fix the  
artwork. So there is no digital 
collage at all. It is a montage 
without coll or an assemblage 
like a collection of material 
that expresses the ideas. 
To collect material is the first, 
to assemble and select the 
second  and fixing the mon-
tage  as a composing is the 
third step to my works being 
displayed here. From digital 
collected, assembled and 
composed and fixed mate-
rial I create these digital col-
lages. Particular, collecting, 
assembling and composing 
is the art of these works. To 
recycle the material and to 
reuse parts, allows me to cre-
ate different versions. A lot of 
variations are inside of  my 
works. I can display steps to a 
result or the steps as results 
itself. The work creates the 
ideas and the ideas create 
the work. Fantasy is the part, 
that the artist can add to the 
mater that makes it different 
to normal stuff.Abendwelle







Dampfmaschine



Automatic as never before



The death to the Pope:
Come holy father beloved man,
you have to dance with me in 
front of every one. Money for 
the church won‘t help you now, 
not even a double-cross or a 
triple crown.

Answer:
Holy I was called on earth. 
Without God the highest, I lead-
ed my church. The money was a 
nice income. But now the death 
will come to me, as he comes for 
everyone. 
( Maybe the translation is so incorrect as the typo-
graphic in the middle-age)





Watch: 

All is for the Children



La Musique des Insectes













The Electric Bike



Time-watch

The world is a Time– machine
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Victory Bonds and Moneybombs. With Bombs we all 
will rest in peace. To destroy is the function of selfde-
stroying. War is that kind of bizz, that needs adds to 
destroy the image of peace, to destroy the peace for 
the bizz.  The Peacemaker
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